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Abstract. Given a net (gt) of finite-dimensional real Lie algebras contracting
into a Lie algebra g, a representation π 7 of g is constructed explicitly as "limit"
of a net (πt) of representations, each πt being a representation of g)ι on a
complex Hilbert space § t . Conditions are imposed on the net (π,) implying that
the carrier space of π 7 contain a π7(g)-stable set of vectors which are analytic
for all fίj(g) (ge^), where ^ is a basis of g. As a corollary, the corresponding
result for contractions of representations of simply connected finite-
dimensional real Lie groups is derived.

I. Introduction

In this note, we present a theory of contraction of nets of Lie algebra repre-
sentations. Let J be a directed system (usually a subset of R with the induced
ordering) and, for each ιeJ, let πx be a representation of a finite-dimensional real
Lie algebra gι on a complex Hilbert space § Γ Suppose that, in addition, every gι is
isomorphic to a reference Lie algebra g which is "contracting into g" in a precise
sense reviewed in Sect. II.2. We define and investigate a representation π3 of the
contracted Lie algebra g whose carrier space is constructed in terms of the net (§,).
The adopted definition permits to give the operators of n3 directly, without
appealing to matrix elements, in a way which seems naturally suited to the
problem considered. Since the theory of Lie algebra contraction is rooted in a
notion of limit, which is responsible for the fact that g and g are not, in general,
isomorphic, the final space cannot be defined in a "canonical" way [for instance, as
the Hilbert sum or as a tensor product of the family (§,)]. Our definition is rather
more similar in spirit to Trotter's definition of a Banach space approximated by a
sequence of Banach spaces ([1], Sect. 2), with the main difference that Trotter
presupposes knowledge of the final space.
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More precisely, the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II. 1, we define the
"limit" ξ)j (resp. Aj) of a net ($>t) [resp. (AJ] of complex Hubert spaces [resp. of
operators in (§,)] indexed by a directed system J. We further provide conditions
sufficient to assure the nontriviality of the operator AF

3 in § j (Proposition 1). In
Proposition 2, conditions are imposed, for each IEJ, on the action of an operator
Aι on a set 6 f of vectors of 5^ in order that the net (A) should define a nontrivial
operator Aj in ξ>j and that the linear span of the "limit vectors" of the net (Sj)
should be a set of analytic vectors for Aj. In Sect. II.2, we remind the notion of
contraction of a net (g,) of finite-dimensional real Lie algebras into a Lie algebra g
[2-5]. We also introduce the concept of a contracting net (πt) of representations of
(gj on (5^) and, in Proposition 3, we prove that a contracting net (π,) always defines
a representation π3 of g. In Proposition 4, we show the existence of π3 defined by a
net (πt) satisfying conditions which are essentially borrowed from the assumptions
of Proposition 2. Moreover, we prove that there exists a π^gj-stable set of vectors
which are analytic for all %j{g) with g belonging to an appropriate basis of g. From
this it follows that our assertion on the existence of ΰj in Proposition 4 has a
counterpart in a result on Lie group representations. This is stated in a corollary at
the end of Sect. Π.2.

In what follows, J will always denote a directed system and every net
considered in the present paper will be indexed by J we shall always write (ξ)X
(AX... short for (&XeJ, (AXeJ,.... The symbol D(/4) will denote the domain of a
(bounded or unbounded linear) operator A and, given a subset D of a Hubert
space §, sp(D) will stand for the linear span of D in §.

II. Contraction of Representations

II.i. Hubert Spaces of Equivalence Classes of Convergent Nets

For each zeJ, let ξ>t be a complex Hubert space and let ( | \ be the inner

multiplication on § r We say that an element (φt) of the product vector space [~[ ξ>t

I

of the family (ξ>t) is convergent if the net (Wφ.W) converges in R. Let Jf, be the

vector subspace of all convergent nets (φ^ef jS^ equipped with the positive

Hermitian form ( | )j defined by ι

We note that (II. 1) is meaningful by reason of the polarization identity. If / is the
vector subspace of all nets (φ^eJΊfj such that |IW0l|j = 0, we define a Hubert space
§)j as the completion of the quotient vector space M"j/f endowed with the
extended quotient form which we shall also write ( | )j

We shall denote by [φj, [ψ j , . . . , respectively, the equivalence classes modulo
/ of the elements (φX {ιpχ... of Jf,. If D is a subset of jf̂ , the symbol [D] will
stand for the subset of all [φjeξ>j with (φ^eD.

Notice that if (φ^eJtfj and if (y) is a net of complex numbers converging to y in
C,then[ 7 ί φJ=y[(/>J.

Remark ί. If there exists a complex Hubert space § such that the net (§,) satisfies
ξ>t = ξ> for all zeJ, then the mapping α:φκ>[0J with φt — φ for all IEJ is a closed
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injective homomorphism of § into ξ>j. However, in general, α(§) is a proper
subspace of § j . For instance, if J = N and § is separable with an orthonormal
basis {φ(n)}new then the element [φ J of ξ>3 defined by φn ^ φ{n^ (neN) is orthogonal
to α(§).

A net of operators ίn(§j is a family (̂ 4 j of (linear) operators, where every Ax is
an operator in § r Let Dj(At) be the vector subspace of all (φt)e J^J? with ^ e D ^ )
for all ze J, such that the net {A$t) is convergent and, given an arbitrary vector
subspace F of Dj(At), let DF(At) be the vector subspace of all {φt)eF such that we
have [A$J = [Arf'j whenever (φ[) is an element of F in the equivalence class of
(φt) modulo /. Then we define an operator AF

3 in ξ>j by

ΛFjίΦJ = [AψJ {{φjeDζiAj) (Π.2)

with Ό(A^lDζ(AJ]. It can happen that Ό(A*) = {0}9 i.e., that A] is trivial. If F is
a vector subspace off, then Af'QA*, i.e., D(^')£D(ylJ) and ^ ' [ φ j = A^lφJ for
all [ ( / ) J G D ( ^ J " ) (in words: Aj' is a restriction of A*).

Remark 2. Even if the elements (φt) and (φ[) of J ^ are in the same equivalence
class modulo / , it can occur that (A$t) is convergent but (A$[) is not.

Remark 3. The above definitions are related to those introduced, in another
context, by Trotter [1] and Kurtz [6]. For each ιeJ, we can define a linear
mapping Pt of Jf,// into § f such that

for all (φ^eJtfj. But, contrarily to the corresponding Trotter's mappings, the Pτ

are, in general, unbounded [see however Proposition 4(v)].

Of particular importance in the sequel will be nets (AJ of operators in (&J
satisfying the following condition

(K) For each ιeJ, each φeD(Aχ and each real (resp. imaginary) scalar λ, we
have

Wλφ-AM^WWΦW^ (Π.3)

Notice that nets of skew-symmetric (resp. symmetric) operators satisfy
Condition (K), as can be checked by developing the square of the left-hand side of
(II.3).

Proposition 1. Let (At) be a net of operators in (£,) satisfying Condition (K). If F is
a vector subspace of D ^ i J n D ^ i f ) , then DF

U(A^ = F.

Proof Our proof is modeled on that of Kurtz's Lemma (1.1) [6]. Let (φj, (φ[) be
two elements of F in the same equivalence class modulo f and put (tpx) = (φt) - (φ[).
Then, if λ is any real (resp. imaginary) scalar, we have by virtue of (II.3)

lim || {λlά^ - At} {AιΨι
I

whence [^4tτ/;J=0. D
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Let (Av\ (Bt) be two nets of operators both in (§t) and let F be a vector subspace
of Dj(Aβt) such that (Atφ)eF, (B$t)eF whenever (φt)eF. Then we define an
operator (AB)F in ξ>j by

Remark 4. If F is as in the definition of (AB)F and if, in addition, Dζ(At)
= DF

u(Bι) = F, we have DF

u(Aβt) = F and (AB)F = AFBF.

Proposition 2. Let (A) be a net of operators in (§,) satisfying Condition (K), let S be
a subset of R, and let ®j = {[0S 5 )]} s e S be a norm-bounded subset of 9)j with
φ\s)eΌ(Aι) for all leJ and all seS. Suppose that, for each leJ and each seS, we
have

where k is a positive integer, the cx s m are complex numbers with cx s m = 0 whenever
s + mφS, and, for any fixed pair s, m, the net (ct s m) converges in C to cs m. // there
exist two real numbers v and t such that \cs m\ ̂ v(\s\ + \t\) for —k^m^k and all seS,
then

(i) sp({(φ|5))}seS) is a vector subspace of W= Π ^j(^")

(ii) sp (Sj) is a set of analytic vectors for AF, where F is any vector subspace of

[ )

s e S )W containing sp ({(φ[s))}seS).

Proof Assertion (i) follows from (IL4). To prove (ii), we remark that we have
Dζ(A") = Dζ(Aι) = F for all rceN* by virtue of Proposition 1. Hence sp(6 J ) is a set
of C°°-vectors for AF because (An)F = (AF)n for all neN*. Now let r be a real number
Ξg 1 such that || [φjs)] \\j^r for all seS. For each neN* and each seS, we have (with
— k^m.-^k and 1 ^ i g n )

=

where d is some positive real number depending on fc, r, ϋ, and (|s| + |ί|), but not on
n. Therefore [φ[s)] is an analytic vector for AF and sp (<Zj) is a set of analytic
vectors for AF. Π

//.2. Contraction of Nets of Lie Algebra Representations

To begin with, let us recollect some facts about contraction of Lie algebras. In this
Section, V will always stand for a finite-dimensional real vector space.

Let yjlv be the algebraic set of all Lie multiplications on V, i.e., the set of all
bilinear alternating mappings of V x V into V satisfying the Jacobi identity. Notice
that, by choosing a basis of V, we can identify 9JίF with the set of all families of
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structure constants of Lie algebras with underlying vector space V. We give ffllv the
topology induced by the canonical Hausdorff topology of the vector space of all
bilinear alternating mappings of V x V into V. We shall denote by alg (KM) the Lie
algebra with underlying vector space Fand Lie multiplication μ.

A net (alg(K/O) °f Lie algebras is said to be contracting with respect to a Lie
algebra alg (KM) if all its elements are isomorphic to alg (KM) and if the net (μ{)
converges in $RF to some Lie multiplication μ. In other words, the net (alg (V, μj) is
contracting into alg (K μ) if there exists a net (Γt) of automorphisms of V such that,
for each le J, the mapping Ĵ  is an isomorphism of alg (K Mi) onto alg (KM) and

for all g, g' in V. Alternatively, if we are given the net (Γ), then the net (μ() is defined
by

The Lie algebra alg (KM) is said to be the contracted Lie algebra of the net
(alg(Kμt)) and the operation performed is called a contraction (of a net of Lie
algebras). By abuse of language, we shall also say that alg(Kμ) is a contraction of
alg(KM) We shall call alg (KM) t n e reference Lie algebra and (Γt) the reference net
of automorphisms of V. Notice that we do not exclude the trivial case of a
contracted Lie algebra isomorphic to the reference Lie algebra.

We remind that a representation of a Lie algebra g=alg(Kμ) on a complex
Hubert space § is an ordered pair (π, D(π)), where π is a mapping of g into the set
of all operators in § and D(π) is a π(g)-stable vector subspace of f] Ό(π(g)) dense
in §, such that geQ

(π(g)π(g') - π(g')π(g))φ = π{μ(g, g'))φ

for all 7,y' in R, all g,gr in g, and all φeΌ(π). In what follows, we shall simply say
"the representation π", tacitly understanding that D(π), which is called the domain
of π, is also given. By the restriction of π to a π(g)-stable vector subspace D' of
D(π), we shall mean the representation π' of g on the closure of D' in ξ) defined by
π'(g)\D' = π(g)\D' and with D(π') = D'. We shall denote by Env(g) the enveloping
algebra of g; thus π ( E n v ) will stand for the canonical extension of π to a
representation of Env (g) on § [with domain D(π)]. The representation π is said to
be symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) if π(g) is symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric)
for all ge§. The meaning of "irreducibility" and "(unitary) equivalence" of Lie
algebra representations should be clear.

Given a net (gι) = (alg(KMι)) °f Lie algebras contracting into g = alg(KA) with
respect to g = alg(Kμ) by means of a reference net (ΓJ of automorphisms of V and,
for each iβ J, a representation nx of Qt on a complex Hubert space ξ>v let πt be the
representation π^Γ^1 of g on 9yt. We put

Dj(πt)= Π Dj(π^(x))9
xeEnv(g)

we denote by Du(πt) the vector subspace of all {φ^eDj{n^ such that we have
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for all xe Env(g) whenever (φ[) is an element of Dj(πt) in the equivalence class of
(φt) modulo / , and we write Dl(πτ) instead of [DJπj]. Notice that

xeEnv(g)

A net (πt) of representations of (gt) on (§t) is said to be contracting if Du(πt)
= DJ(πι)ή={0}. In other words, (πt) is contracting if D^πJ Φ {0} and

for all xeEnv(g). For each #<Ξ K we shall denote by Kj(g) the operator defined by
(II.2) with A^π^g) and F = DJ(πι). Moreover, n3 will stand for the mapping of V
into the set of all operators in cl (DKπJ) [the closure of Dq

u(π^} in § 7 ] obtained by
restricting to Dl(πt) all the operators n3(g).

Remark 5. For each geV, each (φ^eDJπ), and each (φ[)eJίfj, we have

We can now realize as follows the proposal of Inδnϋ and Wigner ([3], Sect. lib)
for the study of representations of contracted Lie algebras.

Proposition3. Let (&) —(alg(Kμt)) ^e a n e t °f Lie algebras contracting into
Q = alg(V,μ) with respect to g = alg(Kμ) by means of a reference net (Γt) of
automorphisms of V, and let (πt) be a contracting net of representations of (qt) on a
net (ξ)t) of complex Hilbert spaces. Then %3 is a representation of cj on cl (DKπJ) with

Proof The mapping π, is obviously linear. Let n be the dimension of V, let
^ = {0/}i£j £W ^ e a basis of K and, for l^jΛJύn, let cι

jk (resp. c\ι)jk) be the
structure constants of g [resp. gί (ιeJ)'] with respect to ̂ . By Remark 4, we have

{πj(gj)πj(gk) - fij{gk)fij{g)) \_φ J

1=1 1=1

= πJ{μ(gpgk))[φι']

for all pairs gpgk of elements of ̂  and all [φJeD^π,). D

The operation performed to obtain π 7 is called a contraction (of a net of Lie
algebra representations).

Let § be a Hilbert space, let (5^) be a net of Hilbert spaces, and, for each xe J,
let Pt be a continuous linear mapping of $ into 9)v The net (^) is said to
approximate § vW£/ι respect to the net (P) ([1], Sect. 2) if |]PJ| ^ 1 for all iβJ and

limllP^II^Hφll^ for all φeξ>. Then a net ( φ J e Π S ί i s {P^-convergent to φeξ),

and we shall write φ = (Pt) - lim φv if lim || φx - Pxφ || ι = 0 a net {A) of operators in

(§t) is (P^-convergent to the operator A in §, and we shall write A = (Pι) — limAι, if
Aφ = {Pt)-limAtPtφ for all
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Proposition 4. Let (gt), g, g, (Γt) be as in Proposition 3 and let <§ be a basis of V. For
each IEJ, let ξ>t be a complex Hilbert space of dimension at most Card (R), let πτ be a
skew-symmetric representation of gί on § ί 5 let Sι be a subset of R such that Sv Q St

whenever ϊ <ι, and let {φ[s)}seSι be an orthonormal basis of § t contained in D(πt).
Suppose that for — k^m^k, where k is a fixed positive integer, for each
SES= IJ Sι9 and each ge$, we have a net (ct s m(g)) of complex numbers, which are 0

whenever sφSt or s + mφS^ converging in C to csm(g). If

for all teJ, all seS ι 5 all ge^, and if there exist two real numbers υ{g\ t(g) such that

\csJg)\Sv(g)(\s\ + \t(g)\) (II.6)

for —/c^m^/c, all seS, and all ge^, then

(i) For each seS, the net (τpf°)e Y\ξ>v where ψ^ — φ1^ whenever seSt and
I

ψW = 0 otherwise, is convergent and (&J = {\jp(?)']}seS is an orthonormal system in § 7 .
(ii) iij is a skew-symmetric representation of g on cl {D^nJ) with D(πj) = ̂ 2(πi)

(iii) For each ge^, sp(Sj) is a πj(§)-stable set of analytic vectors for ίtj(g).
(iv) The restriction π of π3 to sp (Sj) is a skew-symmetric representation of g on

the closure ξ) of sp(Sj) in § 7 ; for each ge^ and each SES, we have

(v) The net (§t) approximates § with respect to the net (Pt) defined in S 7 by
PXψ?l =ψ[s) {SES) and extended to § by linearity and continuity. For each gE~V,we
have π(g) = (Pt) — lim πt(g).

Proof Assertion (ί) follows at once from the remark that, by reason of the
assumption on the sets St (IEJ) we have (ψ[s))eJtf?

J and [φίs)] φ θ for all SES. NOW
for each gEV and each neN*, we have

by virtue of Proposition 1 it follows, on account of Remark 4 and by using the
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem [7], that Du(π) = Dj{n^ On the other hand,
sP({(vis))}4es)S^>j(7c,) by (II.5), so that the net (πj is contracting. Then Proposition
3 implies (ii), the skew-symmetry of n5 being a consequence of that of the πt (leJ).

Assertion (iii) follows from Proposition 2, whereas (iv) is obvious. To prove (v)
it is sufficient to note that, for each gE^ and each SES, we have

m— — k

whence

^ Σ i™κ,,Jg)-cs,jg)\=o
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Remark 6. By virtue of Proposition 1, Proposition 4 is still true if "skew-
symmetric" is everywhere replaced by "symmetric".

Remark 7. Since the topological space 9JlF is metrizable, it is always possible to
use countable index sets in the study of Lie algebra contractions. But this is, a
priori, no longer the case when contractions of representations are considered.

Let G be a finite-dimensional real Lie group, let Lie (G) be its Lie algebra, and
let § be a complex Hubert space. We remind that a strongly continuous unitary
representation U of G on § defines a skew-symmetric representation dU of Lie (G)
on § by

where ξ>co(G) = Ό(dU) is the vector subspace of all φe$$ such that the mapping
x\->U(x)φ of G into § is of class C00. The representation dU is called the differential
of U. A skew-symmetric representation π on § of a finite-dimensional real Lie
algebra g is said to be integrable if, for every simply connected Lie group G whose
Lie algebra is isomorphic to g, there exist a (necessarily unique) strongly
continuous unitary representation U of G on § and an isomorphism θ of g onto
Lie(G) such that π(g)QdU(θ(g)) for all #eg.

By ([8], Theorem 1), we now have the

Corollary. Let G be a simply connected finite-dimensional real Lie group and let
g = alg(Tζμ) be its Lie algebra. For each iβJ, let Uι be a strongly continuous unitary
representation of G on a complex Hubert space ξ>t of dimension at most Card (R),
let (JQ be a reference net of automorphisms of V for a contraction g of g, and put
n^dU^Γ, If &9 Sι9 {Φ[s)}seSι>

 and (chsjg)) are as in Proposition 4 and if (IL5), (II.6)
are satisfied, then the skew-symmetric representation it of g on § defined in
Proposition 4(iv) is integrable.
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